
FLORIDA	LEADERS	ORGANIZED FORWATER (FLOW)

COLUMBIA	COUNTY SCHOOL	BOARD ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEX

372WEST	DUVAL STREET

LAKE CITY,	FLORIDA	32055

AGENDA

March	11,	2013

6 p.m.

Invocation

Pledge	to	U.S. Flag

Roll Call/	Introduction of New Member: John Rance Thomas (Gilchrist	County)	

Agenda Additions/Deletions

Adoption of Agenda

Presentation/Citizen	Concern:	 North Florida Springs Water Budget	and Aquifer	

Sustainability	

Dr. Robert L. Knight, Director, Howard	T. Odum Florida Springs Institute

Presentation:	 Overview	of Water Use in the FLOW Region	and Springs Protection

Options for Local Governments

Chris	Bird, Director, Alachua County	Environmental Protection Department (EPD)

Stacie Greco, Water Conservation	Coordinator,	Alachua County	EPD

Report on Activities	of the North Florida Regional	Water Supply Partnership

Gene Higginbotham,	Mary	Lou	Hildreth

Discussion and Action Items

1. Approval	of February 11,	2013, Meeting Minutes

2.	Report on the Interlocal Agreement

3.	Financial	Report

4.	Suggestions from Paul Still, Appointed	Representative from Bradford County

(continued) 



5.	 Committee	Reports

Executive

Steering

Legal

Legislative

Public Information & Education

Science

6.	New Business

7.	Public	Comment

FLOW’s meetings are noticed on the group’s website at: http://www.flflow.com

and on the Facebook	page at:

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Flow-Florida-Leaders-Organized-for-

Water/261054243977063

The Mission of FLOW is to identify and implement	measures	necessary	to permanently	

secure abundant	fresh	water	supply so adequate levels	and flow are assured	for The

People,	Agriculture,	Business,	Industry,	Tourism,	and Environment	of North Florida.



“FLOW”

Florida Leaders Organized for Water

Minutes of

February 11,	2013

Florida Leaders	Organized	for Water	(“FLOW”)	held a regularly scheduled meeting at the

Columbia	County	School Board Administrative Complex	auditorium. The meeting opened at

6 p.m. with prayer, followed by the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag of the United States of

America.

Present

Jason Bashaw Suwannee County

Jack Byrd Lafayette	County

Frank Darabi City	of Macclenny	(representative)

Doug	McNicol Town	of Lee

Helen Miller Town	of White	Springs

Randy Ogburn Hamilton	County	

Lee Pinkoson Alachua County	

Paul Still Bradford County	(representative)

Sue Weller City	of High	Springs

Ronald Williams Columbia	County	

Absent

Shirley	Clark Town	of Branford

Gene Higginbotham Dixie	County

Mary Lou	Hildreth City	of Keystone	Heights

Chad	Johnson Levy County

Daniel Nugent City	of Starke

Stephen Roberts City	of Lake	City (representative)

T. Chereese Stewart Clay	County

John Rance Thomas Gilchrist County

Others in Attendance

Annette Long, Save Our Suwannee

Karl	Burkhardt,	Lake City Journal

Stacie Greco, Alachua County	Environmental Protection Department

Ann Shortelle, Suwannee River Water Management District

David Kraus, Safety Manager, Columbia	County	

Lisa Roberts, Assistant Manager, Columbia	County	

Agenda

A motion was made and seconded to approve the agenda. The motion	carried.



Presentation:	 Citizen	Concern,	Annette Long/Save Our Suwannee	

A presentation was made by Annette Long of Save Our Suwannee,	who is concerned	that

“the North Florida model being considered is an excuse to let Jacksonville keep pumping

groundwater.”	

An audio recording of the presentation may be heard at the beginning	of the meeting here:	

http://www.flflow.com/meeting-audio.aspx

A pdf of the presentation may be downloaded at:

http://www.flflow.com/meeting-presentations.aspx

Discussion & Action Items

1.	Approval	of January	14,	2013,	Meeting Minutes

A motion was made and seconded to approve the minutes. The motion carried.

2 Consideration of Draft Strategic	Plan for FLOW

Helen Miller	reported that the committees have been provided with the draft strategic plan

and she is waiting	for feedback.

3. Possible Legislative	Visits by Members of FLOW

Lu Merritt reported that this subject had been discussed in the Public Information &

Education Committee,	where members wondered if FLOW	wanted to send people to talk to

legislators.	If so, what are	the	talking	points and should members go as group or as small

groups?

Chairman	Williams stated that when people from Columbia	County	go to Tallahassee,	they

express	concerns	about	water.	What	does FLOWwant to do?

Lee Pinkoson asked	how the	ideas	of FLOW could	be	represented	until we	know where	

FLOW’s	board	stands.

Frank Darabi recommended a one-paragraph	policy statement stressing that our water

issues are critical and that protection	and fair distribution are important. He suggested	that

it is too	late	to	get sponsors for legislation and reminded the group	that he had sent	

suggested	wording for a shorter statement.

Paul Still asked whether FLOWwants emphasize statewide or regional water problems,

and said it is “very critical” to make that decision. One of the problems	he sees with	the	

proposed legislation	is the mention of the Floridan	Aquifer,	which	does not supply	water	to



South Florida.	He is worried	that inexact wording and scientific errors may give FLOW	a

bad name,	and stressed	that the group	needs	to spend time defining and	refining our

positions.	He agreed	that	it	is too late to press forward with legislation	this year.

Helen Miller remarked that from the municipal point of view,	the Florida	League	of Cities	

and the Suwannee River and Northwest Florida League	of Cities	are	supporting the	

proposed legislation	to raise awareness of water issues.	She agrees	that	it	is too	late	for this	

year’s session; however,	she said	we need to be making this start now since	getting

legislation	considered and then	passed is an	ongoing process,	and our water problems

continue.

Ronald Williams expressed frustration that FLOW has been in existence	a whole year,	yet it

seems as if the group	is spinning	its	wheels and not accomplishing anything.

Sue Weller agrees it is too late for legislation	this year,	yet	the position	paper	that has come

out of the Public Information & Education Committee	is a start.	She thinks FLOW needs to

see if we	can	finalize	it to	take	it to	Tallahassee and start	educating	legislators about who

we are and what	we stand for.	The legislation	can then follow	next year.	

4. Consideration	of Position Paper, “Florida’s Water Future”

The paper is the Public Information & Education (PIE) Committee’s	attempt to draft a

statement that represents FLOW.

Still said that to	be effective, FLOWmust have	a sound scientific	basis.	He expressed

concern with	wording	in the document that does not pass this test.

Miller remarked that the objective was to identify	water issues throughout	the state,	

because these	issues are not limited to the Suwannee River or St. Johns River water

management districts (WMDs).

Williams remarked	that if	we	don’t fix the	water	statewide,	it’s	not going to	do us	any	good

to fix	it	here.

Still disagreed.	He thinks	FLOW should	concentrate	on putting	pressure	on our WMDs and

having them use the correct water models. He also	thinks	it will be	difficult to	have	

meaningful input at the state legislative level.

Williams reasoned that because there are more legislators south of us than north, we must

involve	the	whole state	and	focus	legislators	on water	statewide--not	at the WMD level--

because we need to engage more legislators in order to improve conditions in our region.

Still recommended trying to develop clout with the WMDs,	because	“that	is where the

pressure	point should be.”	

Merritt pointed out that people approach these issues from different perspectives;	

examples are science and politics.	There is consensus	on FLOW that	our water issues have

evolved from being scientific problems into being political problems, and that’s why the

position	paper was written	the way it	was.	Perhaps FLOW should consider science	and



politics as two different	approaches to the same problem; which approach does the group

wish to take?

Williams stated that “We	work our home front first,”	but our water problems are statewide

and “the playing	field must be level statewide to do anybody any good because we are in	

this thing	together.”	Politics has	the	power to change things in Tallahassee.	State legislators

must admit there is a problem and address it. Florida’s economy is still based on tourism; if

we don’t	have water, we don’t have tourism or agriculture or business. We need	to	take	the	

blinders off the legislators.	“It’s got to be political; I don’t	know any other way to do	it.”	

Lee Pinkoson	agreed that if	we are going to have any impact, it has to be at the state	level. It

is too	late	for legislation	this year,	but we can plant	seeds.	Regarding	the call in the draft	

position	paper for a moratorium	on consumptive use permits (CUPs),	Pinkoson	said that	

will make us “dead in the water.” Conservation,	however, is not controversial.	The

legislature needs	to come up with conservation and re-use	policies,	including reservoirs	in

recharge	areas. Finally, FLOW needs	to	gain credibility	before	trying	to advance a strategy	

that	may cause major pushback;	we	need a strategy that is less intimidating and less

threatening than the one detailed in the draft	position	paper.

Darabi mentioned that one of the problems is that water is not currently	valued by virtue	of

having	a cost,	so there	i no motivation to conserve.	He	recommends prioritizing the use of

water for drinking,	agriculture, and industry.	He said	that half of the CUPs issued are for

more water than	is used.

Still agreed	that a moratorium	should be off the table because	it destroys	credibility.	He	

stated	that the other	recommendations listed in	the position	paper already exist in both	

rules	and statutes.	The water management districts’ hands are tied because the models

they are using are so insensitive that it is almost impossible to demonstrate any impact on

wetlands, springs and rivers; this is why using	the correct	modeling programs is so	

important. The Suwannee	River WMD is not going to develop the level of models that is

needed to impact permitting; they have made a decision not to fund those. As	FLOW,	we	

should	address	the problem of subregional/local models not being developed.

Miller emphasized that the proposed legislation	provides for subregional models. The

model included in the	legislation	was never intended to be “one	size fits	all,” but to include

the development	of accurate subregional models. The WMDs have the authority to develop

these models, but have not done so; the legislature needs to direct them to do their job and

provide	them	the resources to do	it. Miller pointed out	that	with regard to Darabi’s

comments about priorities, the Florida	Constitution calls	for preservation of water--

springs,	lakes,	and	rivers--as natural	resources, and “I don’t	want that lost	in this

conversation.”

Randy Ogburn	stated that “We have the tiger	by	the tail and the situation	is critical.”	We

need to pressure	legislators to restructure the WMD boards so that they	will have	a

representative from each county and so that board members are elected instead of being	

appointed by the Governor	and Cabinet.	Ogburn	believes that	when	those	boards	start

answering	to the people who elect them, we will see changes.



Jason Bashaw brought	up the idea	of financial	sanctions for overusers of water.	He	does not

think	state legislators will do	anything about water in Florida as long as water is free.	He

feels	that the	only	way	to	effect change	at the legislative	level is through	public involvement

in the process. He	mentioned marketing and floated the idea of a national campaign to tell

people not to come to Florida because our springs	and	rivers are	dried up and our beaches

and oysters are damaged. Perhaps only	then will legislators	pay attention.

Williams asked that	an Executive Committee	meeting be set	to focus on	what	FLOW needs	

to do.

Merritt plugged the upcoming March	5 Springs Conservation	Summit at Otter Springs	at

which many of the issues we discussed will be explored, and asked what should be done

with the draft	position	paper. The paper will be put on hold until the Executive Committee	

can meet.

5.	Committee	Reports

Executive Committee.Williams reported that this committee has not met, but a meeting

will	be scheduled.

Steering	Committee.Williams reported that this committee did	not meet.

Legal	Committee.Williams reported that this committee has nothing	to	report tonight, but

will bring	issues to	the board as they arise.

Legislative	Committee.Miller reported that an information-gathering	meeting	has	been	

set with	water policy staff members in the Department of Agriculture and Consumer	

Services.

Public	Information & Education	Committee.Weller reported that this committee has

been	working	on the position	paper and will	meet again in March. Mary Lou Hildreth has

joined this committee.

Science Committee. Darabi thanked Alachua County	staff for their participation.	The

Science Committee	needs guidance	from	the Executive Committee.	Still reiterated that the

legislation has serious problems and needs to be totally re-done,	and that FLOW	needs to

use	sound science	or risk giving the group	a bad name. Part of the problem with the

proposed legislation	is cost. He stressed	the need to influence	the WMDs and said they need

more resources than they have;	FLOW needs to lobby for that.

Miller responded	that she did	get comments about	the legislation	from	Alachua County	

with section-by-section	feedback, most of which was positive. She had conference call with

the Alachua County	staff member, and Section 4 was the only area of disagreement; she

thinks that	may be a problem of semantics. Section 10 will	be considered in more detail.

She reminded the group that the legislation has been	available for consideration	for three

months. She intends to follow up with individuals who have made comments and resolve	

issues with wording.	The Legislative	Committee	is integrating feedback from the other	

committees into the proposed legislation.	



6.	Public	Comment.

Karl	Burkhardt of the Lake City Journal reminded the group that at its initial meeting, the

room was overflowing with angry people who wanted action because they saw	a threat to

the region’s waters.	“You need to come up with an agenda that will fill this room and get

them to Tallahassee before the next election.”

Stacie Greco of Alachua County	Environmental Protection Department (EPD) announced	

two events: (1)	the	Santa Fe River Springs Working Group meeting on Thursday,	February

21, at the Opera	House in	High Springs,	and (2) the Springs Celebration	& Chili	Cook-off	at

O’Leno State Park on March	23.	The EPD’s website	is: www.alachuacountywater.org

Merritt spoke	as a private	citizen	about a new vision	for water use	in Florida.	She argued	

that	we	have everything we need to make Florida a model of wise water use for the whole

world; we only have to change direction.	What would happen if there	were a statewide	task	

force that brought Florida’s best minds together to find ways to conserve water and limit

pollution?

Doug McNicol recalled that people filled FLOW’s initial meeting because	they	believed	that

as politicians,	FLOW	could fix our problems. Being	political is our strength.	We need to use	

that	strength,	step	up to the plate,	and ask WMDs when permits are requested over a

certain	level—not	to contest them, but to look at them. We	need to	change	tactics	by	

mobilizing enough citizens	to	convince their	legislators	that	CUPs should not	be issued

until the science	exists	to JUSTIFY	the permit, as opposed to	having	the	science to	deny it.	

“This group is never going to have enough money to generate	the science	we need to argue”	

consumptive use permits.

Ogburn asked about when and where	the WMDs are required to advertise that they are	

considering CUPs,	and mentioned a recent reissue of permits to Potash Corporation.	

Ann Shortelle of the Suwannee River WMD reported that they advertise in	local	

newspapers	and post	all	materials for larger permits on the SRWMDwebsite.	

Darabi said the WMDs advertise	in the	media outlet that has the largest	circulation	within	

the county where	the CUP	will	be issued.	People can	sign	up to get	notifications from the

WMDs.	He wondered at what level FLOW’s Science Committee	should	be involved,	because

monitoring CUPs	could become a substantial amount of work.

Bashaw said that it was his understanding	that FLOW formed because of agitation over a

large permit in Duval County,	and that our water now flows	downhill toward	Duval and	

they are consuming our water. He	remarked that policing	and monitoring are a lot of work.	

Can we	do anything legally to reduce	the Duval permit? We need	to	educate	people	through

media/Facebook/TV,	including showing	the pictures that were	shown	today	because	those

speak volumes. We don’t	need to start monitoring wells;	we	don’t have	the	resources.

Williams explained that the JEA permit is done and we cannot challenge it. He said	that not

a day	goes by without	people asking	him what he is doing	for water in Florida--and they



don’t ask about a specific region,	they ask about “Florida.”	 Burkhardt remarked that FLOW

should	“Capture that	energy.”	

The meeting	adjourned at 7:35	p.m.

ATTEST:

___________________________________________________________

Ronald Williams, Chair

Florida Leaders	Organized	for Water	(FLOW)

___________________________________________________________

Lucinda Faulkner Merritt, Administrative Secretary

Florida Leaders	Organized	for Water	(FLOW)



PREPARED 03/04/2013, 9:22:49 ACCOUNT ACfIVITY LISTING 
PROGRAM GM360L 
COLUMBIA COUNTY 

GROUP PO ACcrG ----TRANSACflON---- YTD/CURRENT
NBR NBR PER. CD DATE NUMBER DESCRIPTION ESTIM/APPROP 

FUND 001 GENERAL FUND 
001-1015-511.30-49 OPERATING EXPENDITURES/ OTHER CHARGES 250,000 

983 05/13 AP 02/28/13 0000000 NABORS, GIBLIN & N 
PROF. SERV 

983 05/13 AP 02/28/13 0000000 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV. FLOW 

960 05/13 AP 02/26/13 0000000 COLUMBIA COUNTY SH 
SECURITY BCC/FLOW 

878 05/13 AP 02/12/13 0119741 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
FLOW 

756 04/13 AP 01/30/13 0119464 COLUMBIA COUNTY SH 
SECURITY,FLOW/BCC 

750 04/13 AP 01/29/13 0119533 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
FLOW 

687 04/13 AP 01/18/13 0119340 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV FLOW 

605 04/13 AP 01/08/13 0119128 COLUMBIA COUNTY SH 
SECURITY 

574 04/13 AP 01/03/13 0119174 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV 

508 03/13 AP 12/19/12 0119025 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV 

378 03/13 AP 12/05/12 0118832 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV 

365 F49560 03/13 EN 12/03/12 F49560 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
SUPPLIES BOUGHT FOR FLOW 

384 F49560 03/13 AP 12/03/12 0118832 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
SUPPLIES BOUGHT FOR FLOW 

314 02/13 AP 11/27/12 0118632 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV 

314 02/13 AP 11/27/12 0118632 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF. SERV 

108 01/13 AP 10/24/12 0118236 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
PROF.SERV 

89 01/13 AP 10/22/12 0118182 COLUMBIA COUNTY SH 
SECURITY 

48 01/13 AP 10/15/12 0118057 MARY LUCINDA FAULK 
FLOW 

ACCOUNT TOTAL 250,000 

FUND TOTAL 250,000 

GRAND TOTAL 250,000 

YTD/CURRENT
ENCUMBRANCE 

.00 

22.28 

22.28-

.00 

.00 

.00 

PAGE 1 
ACCOUNTING PERIOD 05/2013 

TRANSACfION CURRENT 
AMOUNT BALANCE 

6,844.78 243,155.22 
2,750.00 

228.75 

60.00 

397.50 

120.00 

363.75 

641.25 

60.00 

202.50 

630.00 

187.50 

22.28 

333.75 

135. 00 

131.25 

60.00 

521. 25 

6,844.78 243,155.22 

6,844.78 243,155.22 

6,844.78 243,155.22 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Text of email from Paul Still 2/26/2013	11:03	a.m.

Request to	add	to	next agenda for discussion

I would like to suggest that FLOW	may need to evaluate how it is	structured and if its current

structure is the most efficient way to address its mission. There	are two questions that I feel

need to be addressed. Is the geographical area that FLOW	is trying to represent too large? Will

trying to operate as an organization	that follows the Sunshine	Rules slow the progress of the

organization	to the point that it will not be effective? 

Geographical Area Covered by FLOW 

Water issues are very complex and vary with location. To try and address the issues in an area

that includes all of the Suwannee	River Water Management District (SRWMD) and the Saint

Johns River Water Management District (SJRWMD)	will be very difficult. The SRWMD	covers 13

counties and the SJRWMD includes 15 counties. There are 3 counties that are in both districts.

Clearly FLOW	does not have representatives	from the 28 counties in the two water

management districts.

To be effective FLOWmay need to limit its membership area to the 14 counties that fall within

the area covered by the North Florida	Regional Water Supply Partnership.

Sunshine	Rules 

The rules that apply to governmental entities that are referred as the Sunshine Rules can make

development of plans and the gathering of information very difficult because of the limits on

the contact between individuals covered by the rules and the need to notice meetings. I believe

the slow progress FLOW is making is impart do to the limited	ability to meet and develop plans

to address the issues the area is facing. Meeting once a month for 1.5 hours does not provide

enough time to allow progress on any of the issues. If the various committees were meeting	2

or 3 times a month some progress could be made but it looks like the committees have not

been meeting even once a month. 

Does FLOW	have to be organized in a way that requires it to under the Sunshine Rules? 

What other organizational	structures exist that could be used that would make meeting and

sharing information easier? 

How does the Small County Coalition work? What organizational	structure does it use? 

The Association of Florida Conservation Districts is a legal entity that represents Soil	and Water

Conservation Districts. It is not covered by the Sunshine	Rules. The elected members of the Soil	

and Water Conservation Districts are covered by the Sunshine Rules. 

Many key decisions are being made now related to water use in North Florida.	FLOW	needs to

be a part of the process if it wants to impact water use decisions and policies. FLOW is going to

have to be able to move more quickly than it has in the past in developing its positions on key



 

 

 

 

issues. If FLOW is going to have any chance at meeting its mission	in may need limit its

geographical area and develop an organizational	structure that does not require FLOW to be

covered by the Sunshine	Rules. Without these changes I am afraid FLOW’s	responses will be too

little	and too late.

Thanks, 

Paul Still 

Bradford	County 
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